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ABSTRACT

Proper noun pronunciat ion generat ion is
part icular ly chal lenging problem in speech
recognition since a large percentage of proper nou
often defy typical letter-to-sound conversion rules. I
this paper, we present decision tree methods wh
outperform neural network techniques. Using th
decision tree method, we have achieved an over
error rate of 45.5%, which is a 35% reduction ove
the previous techniques. Our best system is a bina
decision tree that uses a context length of 3 a
employs information gain ratio as the splitting rule.

1. INTRODUCTION

Proper noun recognition is a critical component i
achieving high performance speech recognitio
Further, there is renewed interest in this proble
with the recent decision by the LVCSR communit
to adopt the named entity task as the next st
towards a speech understanding framework f
common evaluations. In order to recognize prop
nouns, an ability to generate accurate pronunciati
networks is required. This problem is particularl
challenging because a large percentage of prop
nouns, such as surnames, have no obvious letter
sound mapping rules that can be used to generate
pronunciations. Moreover, many proper nouns ha
multiple valid pronunciations that evolve as
product of various socio-linguistic phenomena, an
the system needs to generate accurate pronuncia
networks to cover all the accepted pronunciatio
variants for correct identification. Classical rule
based systems are inherently unsuitable for this ta
as they generate only a single pronunciation.

Previous attempts based on stochastic neu
networks to generate pronunciations from lette
context [1, 2] have met with mixed success. In th
paper, we will present an improvement in the stat
of-the-art on this task using decision tree technolog
a
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Statistical decision trees (DT) have recently emerg
as a versatile and data-driven classification tool f
complex, non-linearly separable data. Based on t
response to a series of simple multi-valued questio
decision trees can efficiently and accurately gener
classification clusters of highly complex decisio
boundaries. They also provide insights into th
underlying phenomena and facilitate accura
prediction of events that pose problems for analy
clustering methods. For instance, phonetic decisi
trees successfully employ phonological knowledg
that cannot be otherwise incorporated to perfor
efficient state-tying of Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) for speech recognition [3].

2. DECISION TREES

Decision trees are generated in a top-down fashi
using the statistics of the training data. At each nod
the tree iteratively splits the distribution of the
training data to maximize its likelihood by evaluatin
each question. Therefore, decision trees requir
large amount of training data to model a distributio
that is representative of the problem space. Howev
public domain decision tree software packages su
as IND [4] and ID3 [5] are limited in the number of
classes, attributes as well as the nature and rang
attribute values. These, as well as the bounds on
amount of data they can process, make the
impractical for large scale problems such a
generation of proper noun pronunciations.

In order to overcome such problems with existin
software, we are developing a public domai
decision tree software package as part of our spe
recognition toolkit. Written entirely in object-
oriented C++, it is tailored to handle large amoun
of training data and is equipped with the ability t
support an unlimited number of attributes, attribu
values, and classes. It is also designed to handl
user-defined combination of splitting, stopping
pruning, and smoothing algorithms. Furthermor
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our software allows data tagging, which enables ea
attribute to be selected or deselected from th
attribute file without having to reformat the training
data for each experiment.

For pronunciation generation, the decision tre
system is trained using a set of name-pronunciati
pairs. Using a sliding window of a fixed contex
length, n-tuple of letters of the proper noun spellin
are created with a corresponding phoneme from t
pronunciation associated with it. Each sequence c
thus be treated as an individual training sample. F
example, using a context length of 5, the nameMatt
(with a pronunciation ofm@t) will generate training
sequences as illustrated in Figure 1. The system th
learns the statistical relationship between each
tuple of letters and its corresponding phoneme.

For recognition, the system converts the input nam
into n-tuples of an equal context size. Using th
probabilistic model formed by the splitting algorithm
during training, it generates the most likely phonem
for each n-tuple input. Figure 2 shows a simplifie
snapshot of a decision tree model (with conte
length 5) used in our system. At each node, a yes/
question regarding the context is asked and t
corresponding path is taken until a terminal node
reached. Encoded at each terminal node are
output classes and their statistics, which form a li
of probable phonemes. The phoneme strin
generated in this fashion are then reformatted
create the pronunciation of the full name.

3. PROPER NOUNS DATABASE

One aspect of proper noun pronunciation generati
that makes it particularly challenging and timely i
that there are no existing proper noun databases t
include extensive lists of plausible alternat
pronunciations for a demonstrative sample of prop
nouns. In order to train and evaluate the system,
have compiled an extensive hand-transcribe
phonetic proper noun databaseand placed it in t
public domain [6]. This pronunciation dictionary
consists of approximately 18,500 surnames and clo
to 24,000 name-pronunciation pairs. Further, th
database adheres to the Worldbet [7] pronunciati
alphabet and represents a reasonably diverse se
names from a wide variety of ethnic origins.

Since the decision tree model is designed to gener
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a phoneme symbol for each context window, it
important to produce accurate letter-to-phon
alignments for the entire word. The database use
dynamic programming algorithm to perform thi
alignment automatically. For letters that have n
corresponding phoneme in the pronunciation, it se
a blank phoneme “_” [8]. For example,Wright is
transcribed and aligned as ‘_ 9r aI _ _ t’. After the
phoneme alignment, the training and evaluation da
sets are generated using a fixed-length context.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have devised three categories to measure
mapping between the reference and hypothe
pronunciations.All correct represents that all the
reference pronunciations for the proper noun a
covered by the hypothesis pronunciations genera
by the system;some correctrepresents that only
some of the reference pronunciations are covered
the hypothesis pronunciations; andno correct
represents that none of the reference pronunciatio
t
g

Figure 1. Context alignment for the name Matt.
ateFigure 2. A typical statistical decision tree for automatic
generation of pronunciations of proper nouns.
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System
Phoneme error

rate
Name error

rate

Boltzmann
machine

37.88% 70.44%

Decision tree 13.28% 45.50%

data set all correct
some

correct
no correct

1 30.43% 23.42% 46.15%

2 30.89% 23.56% 45.55%

3 30.04% 24.46% 45.50%

System
Phoneme error

rate
Name error

rate

Boltzmann
machine

11.13% 35.94%

Decision tree 4.10% 14.06%

System
Phoneme error

rate
Name error

rate

Boltzmann
machine

20.76% 52.13%

Decision tree 17.52% 44.85%
match the hypothesis pronunciations. Theno correct
category indicates the name error rate of the syste

4.1. Pilot Experiments

We used a data set consisting of 128 four-lett
names to perform closed-loop tests to gauge t
training and evaluation paradigms of the system
After evaluating several algorithms such as two
ing [9], Bayesian splitting and smoothing [10],
information gain [11], and gain ratio [12], we found
the best overall system to be a binary, univariate tr
that is split using the maximum gain ratio and th
average information gain per split. The performanc
of this decision tree system in comparison with th
baseline ANN system is shown in Table 1.

4.2. Four-letter Names

To study the impact of the scale of the problem o
the decision tree system, the next set of evaluatio
was conducted on a subset of the dictionary th
comprised of all the four-letter surnames. Thi
formed a training set of 1,617 surnames and a test
of 408 names. The results for evaluations on this da
are in Table 2. It is evident that the DT approac
yields a lower misclassification rate and show
substantial improvement over the neural networks.

4.3. Full Evaluations

The performance of the decision tree system w
next evaluated on the full proper noun dictionar
The complete database was partitioned into thr
overlapping training sets of approximately 19,50
name-pronunciation pairs and corresponding thr
held-out test sets of approximately 4,500 names, th
creating a cross-validation paradigm to ensu
accurate results of the decision tree system.

A context of length three was used to train th
system. The misclassification rate of the decisio
tree compared with that of the Boltzmann machine
summarized in Table 3; A more detailed summary
the DT results is shown in Table 4.

Comparing the results from the Boltzmann machin
and our decision tree system, it can be seen that
decision trees method has achieved an overall er
rate reduction of 35%, thus proving that the decisio
trees system is more robust for automatical
generating pronunciations of proper nouns.
e
n
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e
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From the results on the three partitions, note that t
best decision tree configuration yields an error rate
45.5%. It should also be observed that the results
consistent over the three partitions, which indicat
that the decision tree method does not memorize
training data but generalizes well.

We have yet to evaluate the system to produce N-b
proper noun pronunciations. Our current decisio
tree network generates a single pronunciation p
proper noun. However, these results are compara
.
-
Table 1: Misclassification rate for the closed-loop 128 four-
letter names using neural networks and decision trees.
n

Table 2: Misclassification rate for the open-loop 1617 four-
letter names using neural networks and decision trees.
s
Table 3: Summarized misclassification rate for the full
proper noun data set using neural networks and decision
trees.
re
Table 4: Detailed decision tree performance on the three
complete proper noun database partitions.
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to the results achieved in our previous DT base
work with multiple output pronunciations. In [8], we
report an error rate of 47.13% and 42.53% usin
5-best and 10-best pronunciations respectively. W
project a further decrease of error rate for our syste
generating multiple pronunciations.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown that using decision trees for da
classification and clustering is promising for prope
noun pronunciation generation. This techniques h
the potential to generate more accurate multip
pronunciations than previously attempted method
Using decision trees, we have achieved an error r
reduction of 35% over neural network systems.

However, the accuracy of a decision tree depen
highly on the training data. The highly nonlinear an
conflicting nature of the pronunciations will require
larger training database with more complet
coverage of the pronunciation combinations. O
future work will involve expanding the dictionary in
this fashion, as well as incorporating a back-o
algorithm such to allow flexible context lengths to
generate more accurate pronunciations. Moreov
other less common decision tree splitting an
pruning algorithms will also be implemented into ou
system. Addition of pruning algorithms will ensure
good generalization ability of the system.

This is the first public domain decision tree packag
that has been successfully applied to such a lar
speech-related classification task on which oth
nonlinear classifiers have failed. We envision ou
decision tree software package will be a useful to
in future data classification research for the spee
recogni t ion community. The pronunciat ion
dictionary, as well as the decision tree and neur
network software developed for pronunciatio
generation has been placed in the public domain [
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